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November, 2015 Welcome to our newsletter!  

We have a name for our Newsletter!!! 

I 
JESUS 

L 
O 
R 
D 

The people have spoken, and the 

name of our newsletter is      

FOOTPRINTS! 

 

I’m sure that most of us are familiar 

with the famous story about a man 

walking with God along the shore.  

During their walk together, there 

were times when the man saw 

only one set of footprints.  When 

he asked God why the other set 

was missing, God replied that 

those were the times He was     

carrying him.  The purpose of the 

story is to encourage us as we 

struggle with life’s trials.  Even though we face hardships along the way, God is there to 

carry us through.  Isaiah 40:31 is used to explain this concept because they who wait on 

the Lord will mount up on wings as eagles. 

 

Unfortunately, the Footprints story has been the subject of criticism because of the idea 

that God would carry us through the trials rather than allowing us to experience the trials.  

I believe that this is not the intention of the author and we are “splitting hairs” if we try to 

bash the story.  However, we do have to be careful about how we apply the concept of 

God carrying us through trials.  When I think about God carrying us through trials, I don’t 

see it as a baby being held in a mother’s arms.  I see God carrying us like a soldier carrying a 

fellow soldier to safety because of a gun shot wound.  He is not fighting the battle for us.  

He is helping us move to safety so we can regroup and get back to fighting. 

 

The purpose for our newsletter is to provide encouragement and support for fellow soldiers 

who are fighting the good fight in the midst of hostile territory! 

-Earl Winfrey 

FCC Greenwood SCFCC Greenwood SCFCC Greenwood SC   
...where strangers become family 

Footprints 
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My Love Letter from God (Part 3) - Michael Winfrey 
 

“Where can I go from you Spirit?  Where can I flee from your presence?  If I go up to the  
heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the depths, you are there.  If I rise on the wings of  
the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea, even there your hand will guide me, your right 
hand will hold me fast.”  (Psalm 139:7-10) 
 
You read these verses and see that God is omniscient, or all present.  God is present everywhere in the 
universe at the same time.  It’s not like He is spread thin, or just a little bit of God here and a smidge of 
God there.  He is fully present in EVERY place at EVERY moment.  So why do we try to hide?  We try to 
hide from God.  We try to hide from each other.  Not much has changed throughout the course of  
history.  In the Bible, the Old Testament prophet Jonah has a whole book about him running!  In the 
belly of a big fish, God was still there.  In 1 Kings 19 we read about Elijah running in fear of Jezebel.  He 
was hiding out in a cave and God was with him in the gentle breeze. David hid as well.  In 1 Samuel 16 
we see him being forgotten and three chapters later, we see him running from King Saul.  Jonathan, 
David’s best friend AND Saul’s own son, attempts to change Saul’s desire to kill David.  It works for a 
moment, then David strapped on his running shoes once again.  This time Michal, David’s wife AND 
Saul’s daughter, helped him escape.  We see this running and chasing between David and King Saul 
for the next six chapters.  God was right there with David, providing ways out through Jonathon and 
Michal. Jus as He was there for David, He is here for us! 
 

We may not have King Saul chasing us, threatening our physical 
lives, but we do face hardships today that can pose a threat to our 

spiritual lives.  We don’t have to search long and hard to see the     
spiritual warfare that is taking place.  The devil is constantly trying to 
break apart families by attacking the very foundation upon which the        
relationships inside the family have been built.  It could be something 
as big as the media’s latest threats to our Christian way of life.  We  are 
isolated and made to feel that morality is a thing of the past.  Or it 
could be as subtle as a family being so full of activities and busyness 
that they can’t sit down together for one meal during the week.  Our 
husbands have jobs.  We have jobs outside the home or inside the 
home.  Our children are bombarded with social activities that require 
them to miss a Sunday morning or Wednesday night at church.  Our 
communities have become more and more anti-church, so the children 

are forced to make a choice between a team sport or church with the family.  If we are brave enough 
to choose the church over the community, we become ridiculed and labeled “those parents.”  Not only 
are we labeled, our children become upset with us because they won’t be able to hang out with their 
friends from school. 
 
Am I trying to put a stop to all activities...NOT AT ALL!  We just need to have a balance and we need to 
have priorities.  While we are on the subject, there are times when I wonder if the church might be 
contributing to the busyness of the family.  As the church, we have to be careful about the amount of 
time we require of our families. Be it Women’s Ministry or Children’s Ministry, a full calendar may be in 
danger of causing an empty dinner table.  I know that that is not a popular thing to hear, especially 
when we need to keep church a priority, but we need to be honest with ourselves.  We need to take a 
hard look at our ministries and their effectiveness at bringing families closer together while bringing 
them closer to Christ. We have to recognize that our HIGHEST priority as Christians is to help people 
find God.  And since God is everywhere, it shouldn’t be that hard.  Yet, we tend to complicate things 
and create chaos in areas where we use to have clarity. 
 
When you think about the spiritual warfare that takes place, for both the family and the church, it can 
be overwhelming, especially if you don’t have a firm grasp on your identity in Christ.  We are coming 
up on my favorite part of Psalm 139 so stay tuned next month!! 

“God is fully     

present in EVERY 

place at EVERY 

moment” 
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The Tyranny of the Paradigm (By Jack Cottrell) 

 
Donald Petry wrote a book (actually, God wrote it through him, he says) called I Have Found an Elephant 
in the Bible (author, 1974). Once he started looking for the elephant, he found it everywhere. “Behold,   
Behemoth, which I made as I made you; he eats grass like an ox” (Job 40:15). Behemoth is an elephant     
(p. ii). Some of Petry’s conclusions are as follows: 
 
Job 40:19 describes Behemoth—the elephant—as “the chief of the ways of God” (KJV). Now, “If Behemoth 
is the CHIEF OF THE WAYS OF GOD, then he certainly has to be symbolic of Jesus Christ” (p. ii). 
 
Seeing Jesus as an elephant helps explain many things, e.g., Zion, Mount Hermon, the Dead Sea, Lake   
Galilee, the unicorn, Solomon’s temple, Israel as it camped about the tabernacle, the Ark of the Covenant, 
the Jonah-and-the- Whale story, and much more (1). That God’s throne is white (Rev. 20:11) means it is 
made of ivory. “Israel represented a female elephant who went to Egypt to be bred but wound up in   
bondage. . . Then God sent an elephant boy, Moses, to deliver Israel.” “The outside of the Temple was      
designed so as to represent an elephant’s head” (2). “The four Patriarchal kingdoms of Asia which took 
form after the Tower of Babel incident” have the shape of an elephant’s head: “Babylonia would have been 
the left ear. The Hittites would have been the right ear. Assyria would have been the head. The Canaanites 
would have been the trunk”(4). 
 
The top of Mt. Sinai, as seen in a picture in The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, has the shape of an 
elephant. “God led me to turn to that picture of Mount Sinai and then showed me what I am trying to 
show you” (8). 
 
Another important lesson from the elephant: “Man in his earthliness is compared to grass when Jesus Christ 
would take on his elephant symbolism. Jesus Christ is feeding on men who are some kind of grass or bigger 
vegetation if they have exalted themselves. Whatever man proves fit food is incorporated into Christ’s Body, 
but those who do not become living substance that is passed off as dung, and are not a part of Christ” (39). 
Obviously, for Mr. Petry the elephant has become a monster in more ways than one. It has become the sole 
interpretative principle by which everything in the Bible is understood. This illustrates the tyranny of the 
paradigm. 
 
In this context a paradigm is understood as a pattern, a mold, a controlling interpretive principle, an 
“orientating assumption.” It is the one dominant, immovable fact around which and in relation to which 
everything else must be interpreted. If something does not conform to the paradigm, it must either be 
rejected or contorted to fit. (Think of Cinderella’s glass slipper.) 
 
In Michael Denton’s book, Evolution: A Theory in Crisis, He says that the problem is that sometimes one can 
be so committed to the paradigm that he does not acknowledge the conflict between the paradigm itself 
and the data related to it. I.e., even when the data do not support the paradigm or even actually disprove it, 
one still clings to the paradigm and accepts only the data that are consistent with it. This is the “priority of 
the paradigm.”  He also says that Darwin’s theory of evolution contradicts common sense and requires 
“mental gymnastics” to maintain and yet it is still defended because of the paradigm. 
 
(Denton uses the word “priority,” to but I have changed it to “tyranny,” a word that better expresses the 
psychological hold or dictatorial power which the paradigm often exerts over its adherents.) A theological 
paradigm is basically a controlling interpretive principle, a hermeneutical motif or overriding theme by 
which everything in Scripture must be interpreted and to which it must conform. Such a paradigm           
becomes, as it were, the elephant. 

(Continued on page 7…) 

“A full calendar may be in danger of causing an empty dinner table." 

- Michael Winfrey 
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Peacemaker ~ an Award Series by Sara Lantzer 

On my 35th birthday, I gave awards to my family members for helping me achieve certain qualities in 

my life.  Nephew Second received one titled Peacemaker. 

 

(Please note that names have been changed to protect the identities of the superheroes around me!) 

 

Matthew 5:9 -“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God.” 

Sometimes you don’t realize the beauty of peace until you have come through a trial.  At one point 

while I was working on costumes for Beyond The Mask, the team members of the Assistant weren’t 

getting along with those of the Designer, so much so that the Producer had to step in and intervene.  

It ended up that the Designer continued on at that location with her workers, and the Assistant went 

off to another location with his.  A few days later the Producer 

came back to get fitted for a gypsy costume for the Ball Scene, and 

he paused just inside the door while observing us all at work, and 

exclaimed, “Wow, what a difference: it is so peaceful here!”  I am 

so grateful that he had the courage to make the difficult decision 

to separate us, even though it could have resulted in a total flop of 

the Ball Scene for the movie.  The environment of peace was   

wonderful to work in! 

A boy struggles with anger; when he overcomes it, though, he is a 

fantastic, agreeable playmate. 

My Sunday school students who say, “Give the tape back or I’ll 

keep this pencil,” have not learned that making peace usually    

requires persuasion rather than coercion! 

The story goes that Captain America in the movie Winter Soldier 

walks the fine line between fighting when combat is necessary to 

protect, and not fighting when peace will protect just fine. 

But what if you fight for peace and yet you lose?  What if a decision is made with the intention of    

solving problems but it actually creates worse problems?  What if two people just won’t be reconciled 

with each other?  Has God gone AWOL?  Has He become impotent towards us humans while He    

empowers worlds and angels??  Has He left us on our own to pursue tranquility while chaos ravages 

and plunders our minds and bodies and environments???  Certainly NOT!  Humans are very close to 

God’s heart, and He cares about each and every one of them to the point of calming a sea or blinding 

an army or simply giving sleep to the weary. 

We might be able to choose what to struggle for or against, but we can’t choose the benefits or      

consequences that follow.  Seek peace courageously! 

Sara Lantzer is a good friend of the Winfreys and a member at the First Christian Church in Mountain City GA. 

“
4
Rejoice in the Lord always; 

again I will say, rejoice.
5
Let 

your reasonableness be 
known to everyone. The Lord 
is at hand;” 
 
”

6
do not be anxious about 

anything, but in everything 
by prayer and supplication 
with thanksgiving let your 
requests be made known to 
God. 

7
And the peace of God, 

which surpasses all             
understanding, will guard 
your hearts and your minds 
in Christ Jesus.” 
 

(Philippians 4:4-7 ESV) 
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“Trying to build a relationship without communication is like 

trying to make orange juice without oranges." 

“To Be Continued...” - Earl Winfrey 

A few months before I moved to Florida for my undergraduate Bible College education, I wanted 

to get a head start on learning more about the Restoration Movement.  I talked to my Sr. Minister 

about this, and he gave me a VHS (Remember VHS?) titled “To Be Continued.”  This video is an 

overview of the Restoration movement and a great way to begin a journey into our great heritage.  

Before seeing the video, I had an idea of what our movement was about, and I knew some basics, 

but it all seemed like it was so far removed from where we stand today. 

 

If it wasn’t for my Sr. Minister at my home church, I would have never known that a video like this 

existed.  For many local churches in our movement, we suffer from an identity crises because we 

never talk about where we came from and why we are here.  The scary part is that enrolling in a 

Bible College that has its roots in the Restoration Movement does not guarantee education in our 

heritage either.  Outside of a few token classes to satisfy a requirement for graduation, preserving 

our heritage is not very high on our list of educational priorities.  If we are to keep our heritage 

alive, we need to place more importance on understanding where we came from.  Along with the 

Bible, understanding our heritage is an important part of keeping our churches healthy.  And since 

our movement is based on the Bible alone, there is a vital partnership that is missing when we   

neglect the valuable lessons that can be learned from those who helped create our churches. 

 

What do I intend to do about it?  My first step has already been taken as I am committing myself to 

achieve the education I need in order to have the best understanding of the scriptures, and what 

they really say about how we should live as God’s people.  This educational journey is a life-long  

labor of love that will never be complete this side of the “Pearly Gates.”  Along with maintaining a 

solid Biblical foundation, I have also researched our great heritage and dug deeper than the “Fab 

Four” of the movement in an effort to gain a well rounded understanding of where we have been 

and where we intend to go as a movement.  The motivation that keeps me going is the quest for 

an answer to a very important question: “What does it mean to be a truly restored church?” 

 

A truly restored church is not a church that exists today.  However, if we keep the right attitude 

and focus on what truly matters, we will come closer than we have been in the past.  After all, that 

was the goal for those who went before us.  Our Restoration Movement did not stop with the 

merging of Barton W. Stone and Alexander Campbell, and it will not stop until the Lord brings us 

back to Him.  With this in mind, we must do whatever we can to continue this movement towards 

the goal of doctrinal purity combined with the unity of God’s People! 

 

(If you would like to explore this concept further, I am always ready for discussions.) 

“20I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me through their word, 21that 
they may all be one, just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that 

the world may believe that you have sent me.” (John 17:20-21 ESV) 



“Together Everyone Accomplishes More" 
(Gery Carson) 
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Mikey Says: "Sports fans love this time of the year, baseball is wrapping up, basketball is starting 

up and football is in full swing! This month I am using a football theme for my church. Football 

is a team oriented game. One player cannot do it all. A quarterback will pass the ball but a     

receiver must catch it. A running back can run fast but if there aren't guys blocking for him 

there's a pretty good chance one of the 11 defenders will tackle him. Every play that a team 

runs both offensively and defensively is an intricate system that requires every player to know 

their responsibility. Each player has their own strengths and duties and they count on each  

other to succeed which is why win, lose or draw they do it as a team. 

 

Kind of sounds a lot like the church doesn't it? In fact my opinion is that Christianity requires far 

more teamwork than any sport. Think about it, we look to the Lord who has given us a "play 

book" on living a Christian life and we must follow those plays. The church needs us to know 

our strengths and to work together to accomplish the goals He has given us. Those goals       

include obedience, reaching others for Him and setting the example. Maybe we can't all be the 

QB but we can all be important team players. The possibilities of succeeding in reaching people 

when we work as a team, as a church family are Awesome! 

 

Hebrews 10:25 is our verse for the month three things we learn from that verse are to meet   

together, encourage each other, and that this is an urgent message. I think this is a great play 

call! What is your role or responsibility on this play? First we all need to see the importance of 

attending church. Don't neglect this. Next is encouragement there are many different ways of 

doing this: a nice word, a card, friendship, helping out, or just a friendly pat on the back are just 

a few. So, how do you encourage? Finally urgency- where as we must also have patience, let us 

never forget that someday soon Jesus is coming! So let's run this play with urgency, as in Right 

Now! We huddle up, Christ calls the play, can we do this? Yes We Can! Ready! Break! 

 

- Until next time True Believer's - 

Rejoice!" 

Mikey Sweeney is Earl’s friend who is the Minister at Hartford Christian Church in KY. 

There is the story of a pastor who got up one Sunday and announced to his congregation: “I have good 

news and bad news. The good news is, we have enough money to pay for our new building program. The 

bad news is, it's still out there in your pockets.” 

Give me a sense of humor, Lord, Give me the grace to see a joke, 

To get some humor out of life, And pass it on to other folk. 



Don’t forget to pray for those churches around us and 

near our hearts! 

Bethany Christian Church (Bumpass, VA) 

Christian Church at Deleon Springs, FL 

Christ Church Forgiven (Greenwood, SC) 

East Win Christian Church (Memphis, TN) 

First Christian Church of Fairburn, GA 

First Christian Church of Hampton, SC 

First Christian Church of Kissimmee, FL 

First Christian Church of Mountain City GA 

Hartford Christian Church (Hartford, KY) 

Lilburn Christian Church, GA 

Port Orange Christian Church, FL 

Rabun County Church of Christ (Tiger, GA) 

Southlake Christian Church (Groveland, FL) 

Toccoa Christian Church (Toccoa, GA) 

Tomoka Christian Church (Ormond Beach, FL) 

Tucker Christian Church, GA 

If anyone knows of any churches that need to be added 

to this list, be sure to let Earl know. 

"Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer." - Romans 12:12 (NIV) 

Family, Food and Fun on November 14  

starting at 5pm 

Thanksgiving meal after church on            

November 22 after Worship 

Hanging of the Greens will be Sunday night, 

November 29 @ 6pm 

We would like to have poinsettias placed in 

the sanctuary.  Contact Earl for more info. 
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(...Continued from page 3) 

The major, most prominent example of the tyranny of the paradigm in modern Christendom is the principle 
of SOLA FIDEI, “by faith alone.” 

For most Protestants, ever since the Reformation the doctrine of sola fidei, “by faith alone,” has been the 
one non-negotiable rule in the area of salvation. Douglas Moo calls it “the hallmark of the Reformation 
teaching” (Romans, 1996, 243). Chuck Swindoll speaks of “the true message that lit the spark to the         
Reformation: sola fidei—faith alone” (Grace Awakening, 86). 

Many in the Restoration Movement are being seduced by the sola fidei doctrine, being deceived by the  
fallacy that baptism for salvation is somehow a contradiction of salvation by grace. 

As an unquestioned and unchallengeable assumption, sola fidei is a tyrannical paradigm that is imposed 
upon the whole of Scripture. In the process it suppresses common sense in the interpretation of Scripture, 
and it causes many to ignore ordinary rules of language and hermeneutics. It causes otherwise reasonable 
people to become irrational, especially in regard to the Bible’s teaching about the conditions for receiving 
God’s saving grace. 

(This was an excerpt from Jack Cottrell’s 2007 article.  For the complete article, contact Earl for a .pdf copy) 

Bible Trivia Questions (Send answers to Earl) 

Answers to last month’s question: David played a harp/lyre for Saul (1 Samuel 16:23) 

Freda Austin is the winner! 

This month’s question: Whose father was prepared to sacrifice him on an altar? 

Be the first to answer correctly and you will be the winner! 




